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YEAR 7 - Comprehension
Themed Fiction, Non-Fiction and Poetry Texts with Questions

Introduction
Year 7 Comprehension is a collection of fiction, non-fiction and poetry texts grouped in
themes suitable for the age group. These exercises can be used to prepare children for SAT
style tests or matched to themes the class may be studying at the time. The questions pages
are split into three sections. Section A gives an overview of the text with missing words or
phrases to find, Section B contains open-ended questions and Section C is a relevant written
challenge for more able pupils or those who work quickly. All the pages have been printed
‘Landscape’ to make maximum use of the space on Interactive Whiteboards. Black and white
images are used in the paper book; full colour images have been used in the e.book and
download.

Texts written by:
Peter Bell, Heather Bell, Kath Cope.

Topical Resources publishes a range of Educational Materials for use in Primary Schools and
Pre-School Nurseries and Playgroups.
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Narrative
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We have been sailing all night, navigating by the stars
and the full moon. It has been bright with scarcely any
cloud cover. I’ve taken my turn at the oars and
fortunately the sea was calm at the time because it is
back-breaking work and you need to work together as
a team. A momentary loss of concentration is all it
takes to throw the ship off course. I’m hoping that we
capture some slaves when we land so that they can do
the rowing on the way back. 

The dragon figurehead high above me has kept us
safe throughout our journey by frightening away the
sea-spirits and monsters that would drive us on to the
rocks. Now that it’s almost dawn I can see its red eyes
glinting clearly.

The ship is silently gliding through the water and even
though we entered the estuary a while ago and we can
see the shadowy settlements and hear the sound of
their animals, they are not yet aware of our presence.
In a short while, we’ll bring down the great red and
white striped sail and bring the ship to anchor while we
wait for dawn, which must be less than an hour away.

The villages will begin to stir as the pale lights of dawn
streak across the sky. But it will be too late for them, for
by then we will be ready to attack. We are well armed,
our armour will protect us from their weapons and
above all we have a carefully planned strategy to
conquer them. If they do not fight back, they will be
taken as slaves but in my experience many of them will
be foolish and will try to fight for their land and then
they will die.

Our first target will be the churches where they keep
their treasures of gold, silver and fine fabrics. This is
where the fiercest fighting will take place because
these people are very protective of their holy places
and the monks who guard the treasures are not afraid
to die. But what we really want is their land. From what
I can see in the half-light, the land is fertile and this
would be a good place to bring our wives and raise our
children. I like to think of building my own small house
on this river shore and seeing my wife, with her long
fair hair neatly plaited, spinning and weaving and
caring for my boys.

Somewhere close by, a cockerel is crowing to
announce the arrival of a new day. The sail creaks as it
is lowered and we are now in the final stages of
preparation. It’s time to strap on my armour and
assemble my weapons. I think I shall use my small,
sharp axe on this occasion. It is light and easy to wield.
Eric Redbeard, our leader, who has much experience
of raiding is issuing final orders. The air is full of
tension and excitement and it is incredible to think that
just across that field, people are still sleeping unaware
that this day will change their lives forever. Sadly for
some, this will be the last time they awake to celebrate
a new day but I cannot think of that or I will lose my
nerve, which would make me an easy target.

The sky is beginning to lighten with each moment that
passes and we can clearly see the thatched rooftops of
the village. A lone figure is trudging across the field,
most probably a farmer on his way to milk his cow. He
has no idea that we are lying in wait and if we don’t

move quickly, we shall be too late and the element of
surprise will be lost. 

Eric is on the move, leaping from the boat on to the
riverbank. He raises his arm and bids us follow him. I
grab my shield and axe and join the line of men who
are disembarking. I am both anxious and excited. I
think again of my wife and sons sleeping soundly in
their beds across the ocean but I cannot dwell on them
or I shall not be able to do what I have come here to
do. Sven Longshadow is staying behind to guard the
ship and I cannot make up my mind whether I envy
him or not. A great surge of adrenalin sweeps through
me and I am ready to fight.

We are assembled now, climbing the crumbling bank
up into the field, making our way stealthily towards the
buildings. We await the signal from Eric. When he
raises his hand the raid will be underway. A minute
passes, two minutes and then his great arm is lifted
high and with ear-splitting screams we race towards
the village.

Viking
Attack



1 What did the author think about ‘taking his turn at the oars’?

2 What evidence suggests the Vikings were fearful of sea-monsters?

3 What does the phrase ‘shadowy settlement’ describe?

4 Why do you think they waited until dawn before they attacked?

5 What will it be ‘too late for them’ to do ‘as the pale lights of dawn streak across the
sky’?

6 Why does the author think the villagers are ‘foolish… to fight for their land’?

7 Why are the churches the first target?

8 What does the phrase ‘easy to wield’ mean?

9 Why for some will ‘this will be the last time they awake to celebrate a new day’?

10 Why does the author not know whether to envy Sven Longshadow or not?

This passage is written in the present tense to add suspense to what is happening.
Write a short passage of your own in the present tense describing a different attack.
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Choose the best word or group of words to fit the passage and put a ring around your
choice.

We have been sailing all night. I have taken my turn at the

1 sails rudder oars prow

but hope slaves will help us return. The dragon figurehead kept us

2 safe sailing successful steady

throughout our journey. The villages stir as the pale light of the

3 street stars reflection dawn

streaks across the sky. What we really want is their   

4 gold silver land fine fabrics

for our families. For a weapon I will take my small 

5 sword dagger axe knife

because it is sharp. A lone figure is

6 trudging travelling walking running

across a field. I grab my

7 boots sword helmet shield

and axe. When Eric

8 raises his hand gives the signal

fires a shot blows his bugle

the raid will be underway.

Viking Attack
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Formal/Impersonal WritingTheme 3 Europe

Europe is a Continent
A continent is a group of countr

ies. The

seven continents are the seven
 main land

areas on the Earth. Some are jo
ined to

each other, and some are comp
letely

surrounded by water. Some con
tinents

have a lot of countries, but othe
rs have

only a few. The seven continen
ts are:

Europe, Asia, North and South 
America,

Australasia, Antarctica and Afric
a.

How Many Countries Make up Europe?There are 41 independent countries thatare in Europe. Seven of them are called"microstates" because of their tinypopulation and area. There are seven morecountries that are partly in Europe and partlyin Asia. There are three more island nations(Cyprus, Iceland, Malta) that are oftenconsidered part of Europe. And there areseven more territories that may or may not beconsidered separate countries; all of them areislands except Gibraltar. So you could saythere are 57 countries in Europe. Because ofpolitical changes, the number of countries inEurope has grown by 19 in the last 20 years.

What is the European Union?
When the Second World War ended, last century,
Europe’s leaders decided to work together to resolve
their problems. The Common Market (later known as
the European Community and then the European
Union) was set up to enable goods, people and
money to travel easily between countries within the
community. This encouraged interdependence and
favourable trading conditions creating many jobs and
this helped many countries to rebuild themselves after
the devastation caused by the Second World War.

Five Facts about the European Union(1) There are 27 Member States in theEuropean Union and 17 currently usethe Euro as their currency.
(2) The Euro coins have one commonside and one side with a nationalemblem from the country that hasissued the coin.
(3) The European Union celebrates itsbirthday on 9th May. On that date in1950, a French minister called RobertSchuman proposed the idea behindwhat is now the European Union.(4) The single market means goods,people and money move freely betweenEuropean Union countries.(5) The European Union has its owncharter of Fundamental Rights.  

Some Facts About Europe
It is believed that Europe is named originally after
‘Europa’ who was a Phoenician Princess from Greek
Mythology.
In Europe, there are no deserts. It is the only continent
without any deserts.
Both World Wars were largely fought in Europe.
Golf started in Scotland and cricket was first played in
Britain; both of these are countries in Europe. Similarly
the piano and guitar are European inventions.
The Vatican City, the world’s smallest country, is in
Europe.
Germany is the most populous country in Europe
whereas London and Paris are the most populous
cities in this continent.
The Industrial Revolution is said to have originated in
Europe and from here it spread across the whole
world.

What is Europe?
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1 What is a continent?

2 Why is it difficult to count the number of countries in Europe?

3 How many countries have joined Europe in the last twenty years?

4 What other two names have been used for the European Union?

5 What does the word ‘union’ mean?

6 What is the Euro?

7 How many countries use the Euro?

8 ‘The single market means people, products and services move freely between
European Union countries.’ What are ‘products and services’?

9 Which are the two most populated cities in Europe?

10 What is the unique feature of Europe as a continent?

In your own words, write why the European Union was formed.

Choose the best word or group of words to fit the passage and put a ring around your
choice.

Europe is a continent. Some continents are completely surrounded by

1 desert water mountains rivers

while some are joined on to others. Some continents include many

2 towns cities countries counties

and some only have a few.  The seven continents in our world are

3 England, Europe, China, Russia,

Asia, North and South America, Australasia, Antarctica and

4 India. Brazil. Africa. Columbia.

There are

5 forty one fifty seven nineteen twenty

independent countries in Europe. The European leaders decided to work together
after the

6 First Second Third Fourth

World War. The Common Market means goods, people and

7 food money cars trains

can travel easily between countries. This helped many countries to rebuild themselves
after the devastation caused by 

8 floods. earthquakes. avalanches. World War 2.
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What is Europe?
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Section A
1) Goldfinger 
2) Aston Martin 
3) 145 
4) equipment 
5) radar 
6) number plate 
7) tyre-ripper 
8) ejector seat

Section B
1) To encourage people to see the film/to boost ticket sales/to
advertise the film. 
2) This car was more exciting/ had more special effects. 
3) It allowed the driver to follow/track another car without having to
drive too closely behind them and therefore reduce the risk of being
seen. 
4) for easy access 
5) It would cause the vehicle to skid out of control. 
6) The driver of the chasing vehicle would not be able to see where
he was going/would lose sight of the car in front. 
7) To protect the driver from gunfire. 
8) behind the front indicators 
9) Accept an answer that indicates an understanding of the word
‘ultimate’: best, optimum, pinnacle, highest, peak, last word, cannot
be bettered. 
10) So many people would see the film and be impressed by the
Aston Martin that it would become the most well known car in the
world.

Page 49 - First Sight of Bond’s Amazing New Car
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